Notice Regarding Requests for Changes to Submitted and Signed Forms

Effective January 1, 2019, the Arkansas Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory (AVDL) will not permit changes to any official disease surveillance submission or test certification form that requires signature(s) attesting to a certifying statement. These documents include but are not limited to EIA tests (Coggins) and health papers (ICVI or similar).

A change in identity of a tested animal requires concurrent submission of a new sample and a correctly completed form for testing. Previous test results will not be used when an identity for the tested animal is changed.

Corrections for spelling of names or changes in address for ownership information require a new form submission signed by all original submitters.

Any change in owner name or animal designation/description requires new samples and forms.

We appreciate your understanding and assistance. Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions about this notice.

Randolph Chick, DVM
Arkansas State Veterinarian

Patrick Fisk
Director, ALPC